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has been noted before-his diet has been estimated as providing an
average of about 16-7 MJ (4000 kcal) with estimates for energy
expenditure of about 21 MJ (5000 kcal) a day-it has always been
thought that the most important nutritional factor in his party's
demise was a lack ofvitamins, particularly vitamin B and vitamin C.
Since our expedition's journey was over the same route as Scott's,
pulling similar weights and at the same time of year, I think it is
likely that this discrepancy has been grossly underestimated and
that sheer starvation with consequent emaciation might have been
the more important factor. For example, Evans, the biggest man in
Scott's team, may have lost over 15 kg by the time that he reached
the pole, before even starting the return journey.

It is interesting that even with today's knowledge ofnutrition and
the experienced advice that we received the size of our nutritional
deficit came as something of a surprise. It makes me wonder how
fair it is to blame Scott for his poor provisioning.

Unfair character assassination

There have been several vicious attempts at character assassin-
ation that have portrayed Scott as a hopeless leader. Certainly, by
today's standards he was rigid in his thinking, particularly when it
came to segregation of officers and men. But in making judgments
such as these we must view him as a product of the previous decades

of British naval tradition and not blame him, as if it were a personal
failing, for following his upbringing.
The pressures that a sledging trip exert have to be experienced to

be believed. The inevitable exhaustion, the claustrophobia ofa tent,
and the intense discomfort of the cold combine to give an ideal
breeding ground for disharmony. With a little digging and some use
of the imagination it is not surprising that it is possible to come up
with difficulties between Scott and his party, and indeed I am
surprised that there is no evidence ofgreater problems. The fact that
many ofthe men from his earlier Discovery expedition, including the
widely revered Dr Edward Wilson, were prepared to follow him
again should not be ignored.

It has been said that Scott was ambitious but that he was also a
weak, indecisive man who hated the environment that has been so
solidly linked to his name. Once again, personal experience of polar
sledging makes me doubt this judgment. You only have to set out
towards the empty white horizon, struggling with every step, to
realise the depths of determination required to take a man to the
most inaccessible place on earth. I sincerely believe that mere
ambition is not enough and that however much you hate the place at
times you cannot cross it without a paradoxical passion for its stark,
pure beauty.

Scott was probably not the perfect hero that Edwardian England
created, but I very much doubt that he was the weak willed fool that
some would have us believe.

Priests and polio: research in a warmhearted climate

H V WYATT

It seemed an easy thing to do: the 400 Maltese children who caught
polio in the great epidemic of 1942 would be between 40 and 45
years old and I would go and find them. Malta is a small island, the
Maltese friendly and speak English. The British Polio Fellowship
provided me with the name and address of the secretary of the
rehabilitation centre in Malta and the Peel Medical Research Trust
gave me a grant for a three week visit. My college had an annual field
trip for the geographers which I could join. I was put in touch with
the chief government pharmacist who was incidently a member of
my own professional body. Then came the university cuts: no more
department, no geographers' trip, but premature retirement made
the best of a bad job. Exchange Holidays had a cheap bed and
breakfast holiday, so we left for the sun.
The first thing was to find any records. The Ministry of Health is

housed in one of the fine old Baroque buildings in the centre of
Valletta, originally the Court of Justice of the Knights-together
with the cells for their detention. In one of these cells are kept the
records of infectious diseases but unfortunately the polio records
from 1920 to 1952 became mouldy and were thrown away. But I had
the names, addresses, and ages of the patients from 1953 to the last
one in 1964. Then my luck started. I began telephoning all the
doctors who had written the BMJ papers on the outbreak or had
been thanked in the acknowledgments. Dr Albert Bartolo, the
orthopaedic surgeon-Bones Bartolo to the Maltese-had the case
notes of 260 of the patients whom he had seen or operated on since
1942. Some of the notes were detailed, others no more than a name.
Then I was introduced to Mrs Damato, the first Maltese physio-
therapist. Yes, there was a drawer of case notes in an old filing
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cabinet in the department. There were about a thousand case notes
relating to several hundred cases and an alphabetical list with more
names and some addresses.
By this time a short article about my search had appeared in The

Times ofMalta and I had given an interview on Radio Malta. Only 10
people got in touch with me but one was a well known singer who
took us out for an evening ofMaltese music and folk dancing. When
we left at the end of our three week reconnaissance I had about 600
cards, which I sorted in the arrivals lounge of Gatwick Airport
between 1 am and 6 am with mounting excitement.

After six months' teaching in the Middle East we returned to
Malta: the University Grants Committee cuts had given me time if
not money. I was welcomed by the Ministry of Health and the
medical school. Although the medical profession in Malta has been
riven by the aftermath of the doctors' strike, I have met only
kindness and help. On a visit to the lovely sister island of Gozo I
examined the infectious diseases register from 1927 and found the
names of just over 100 polio victims from Gozo-the biggest gap in
my records up to that time. We now lived in a lovely flat in the centre
of Malta-the old stables of a grand palace with flowers and trees
outside our window and a donkey to give our orange peel to. It was
summer again.

Records abandoned in a cupboard

At a clinical meeting I mentioned my work and was told that the
ledgers ofthe old isolation hospital had been left in a cupboard in the
now abandoned Lazarreto. This was the old plague quarantine
building-imprisonment with the chance of catching plague as
Byron put it. The beautiful arches face the huge walls of Valletta
across the creek from Manoel Island. During the second world war
it was the submarine base and heavily bombed, but from 1947 to
1978 it returned to being the isolation hospital. The ledgers-heavy
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old leather backed books now worm eaten and incredibly dusty-
went back to the 1920s. Hundreds of entries related to scabies which
waged unchecked in the bombings of 1940 to 1943 but others were
more tragic: admitted 12 30 pm diphtheria, tracheotomy 1 00 pm,
died 2 30 pm. There were the cases of plague in the last outbreak in
1945 and the hundreds of polio sufferers. For me there was the
bonus of case notes from 1950 onwards except that for one epidemic
year all the polio notes had been removed. I would arrive early,
working through the day in my swimming shorts, sipping my iced
almond drink, a Maltese specialty, or the local wine. In the late
afternoon I would swim with my flippers and mask. One day the
caretaker's wife brought me egg and chips. Another day we picked
pounds of gorgeous ripe figs from a huge straggling tree in an inner
courtyard, the best in Malta. In the cooler evening I would walk the
mile to the bus.
The weeks of work yielded records of nearly 1 100-almost all

those in Malta from 1920 to 1964, lacking only the period when
those with polio were moved to make way for the people with the
plague and hundreds of contacts. I now had information about place
of birth, the names of parents, addresses, and ages for most of the
patients but there were still three Mary Borgs with little else to
identify them. The case notes had a large section marked family
history but because everyone knew that there was no genetic
component to polio all the doctors had simply put N/A (not
applicable).

Looking for an epidemic

My interest in polio began nearly 30 years ago at Johns Hopkins,
then a major centre for polio research. Later, I read many of the
early papers to use as examples in my teaching. Among these papers
were those ofAycock who had collected cases in families and among
twins and other evidence of genetic susceptibility. After the
accidents with early polio vaccines in 1936 ideas of genetic
susceptibility had been discarded. I modified Aycock's ideas and
produced a model which I tested against some 50 epidemics but my
hypothesis is still controversial. What my theory needed was an
epidemic, but epidemics seldom occur now and are quickly halted
by the vaccines. Endemic polio still claims 200 000 cases a year in
India but investigations there are difficult. Malta seemed ideal.

I have now been back twice, travelling overland in a little camper
which I can use as an office. Each day I would go to the parish offices
and use the baptism and marriage records to trace all my 1050
Maltese contacts back to their great grandparents and a similar
number ofage matched controls. I do not think that anyone has ever
done research in more beautiful and friendly surroundings. Some-
times the sung mass would swell around me. At others I worked
with the requiem being sung at the funeral service. I have attended a
baptism and the funeral of a high dignitary of the church with more
than 40 clergy including the bishop, in their rich robes, among the
mourners. I was brought coffee or a glass of local wine or a whisky. I
have met old polio victims, sisters home from Africa, and, ofcourse,
doctors who have given vivid accounts of the polio epidemics,
especially the one in December 1942, just after the raising of the
second great siege.
Almost everyone in Malta over the age of 30 knows someone who

has had polio-a friend, neighbour, relative, or colleague. I have
been inundated with names and offers of help. I could find no trace
of one case for whom I had three successive addresses, date of birth,
father's name and job, and mother's name. Eventually I went to the
headquarters of the organisation and as soon as I began my story the
official said, you mean George A. His son L had polio, is a teacher,
and married now. The admission clerk had written the common
surname, Camilleri, by mistake. On Gozo I knew that George B had
had polio at the late age of 15 but there was no trace of his baptism. I
asked the Kappillan who was about to retire, but he could
remember neither George B nor his family. Nor could the sacristan
but B is an uncommon surname and I was told to inquire at a bar on
the square. I introduced myself to the lady doing the accounts at a
table. Yes, George was her nephew, the family like many others had
emigrated, and George had caught polio when on holiday in Gozo.

Dr Albert Bartolo with children from the 1942 polio epidemic. Dr Bartolo cycled
all over the island-food and petrol were still scarce-and interviewed all the
parents for the papers that were published later about the epidemic.

He was a fine lad, had a good job and a beautiful family. Her
husband brought me a cold beer and said that I must meet George's
great aunts who lived down the street. Soon I was introduced to two
ladies in their 70s who spoke only Maltese. They showed me the
photographs of George at school, his wedding, his children, his
son's graduation, his daughter's graduation, and the latest, George's
son with his MSc. We toasted George and his family in whisky. This
year I told my story to the new Kappillan. Yes, he said, George was a
friend of his. They had been at school together.
The church records go back to 1600, written on parchment, some

in a beautiful flowing hand, others illegible. One set was brown after
its immersion in vinegar to disinfect the records during the plague
epidemic in 1814. My tracing of the polio cases and controls has
taken me back to about 1870 at the earliest. These church records
are in Latin and give details of consanguinous marriages for which a
dispensation is required. The names are usually those of the saints
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but I have come across Scholastica,
Liberata- Consolata, and Fortunata
and I think of the hopes and pride of
the parents.. Ahd the sorrow of patris
ignoti which followed the child
through its life. One marrage about
1900 caught my eye. It was a British
soldier marrying-a Maltese girl. He
was patris ignoti and so were both his
comrades who were witnesses. Was
the British Empire founded on the
outcasts of society?

The buildinpg thie Lazarreto on the left fidng the fortifictions of Valletta. The buildings housed the infectious
disease hospitaluntil the second world war and fiom 1947 to 1978. Beyond the last arch there was a ramp from the
seatounloadprovisionsfor those in quarantine.

[JoeCardona, Attard, Malta]

Nicknamed Sherlock Holmes

Before 1940 Malta was a series of
small villages with little communmca-
ton between them. Most of the
population,were small farmers, with
a small middle class and a very small aristocracy.Many marriages
were made in the same village and it is -the custom to marrym the
bride's village. It is difficult to trace-the marrag and births when
these have taken place in a different viI1age or tow. -F ortunately,
the British in the 1850s set up a public registtrywith-separate
registers in Malta and Gozo. With this you can`..'a trace the
marnages and births. But many were not'notified by"d,riest, the
local policeman lost the papers, mistakes occurred andwwrere never
discovered, and there were sizable communities of Maltese who
travelled and married away from their,home islands; in'Gibraltar,

Tunis, Tripoli, and Egypt. There are only about 80 common
Maltese surnames. In oie village for instance one in four has the
surnameFnrrugiaso everyone was known by a nckname. I am very
proud to be called Sherlock Holmes for my finding of all the old
polio r9cords
Toit I shall cook swordfish and drink the local wine. I look

across the bay to the island where Saint Paul was shipwrecked on his
way to Rome and -think how lucky I am to meet such marvellous,
friendly people, and how privileged to have the time to do this
research. But I will not thank Mrs Thatcher.

"The Milford Track--whe-re on earth is that?"

H D W POWELL

This was the question that my wife asked an Australian orthopaedic
wife during the spring meeting of the Britsh Orthopaedic Associa-
tion in Aviemore. The seed was sown. The offer, made shortly
before I retired, of 12 months' loum at the O(tgo Medical School's
orthopaedic department, saw us in the South Island ofNew Zealand
early in 1985. Within two weeks we had booked for thetrack
The second week ofNovember found us atTe Anauin Fiordland

by New Zealand's second largest lake, and we etijoyd an evenihg
"preview" at the Tourist Hotel Corporation Hotel with slides fid
plenty of time for questions and general chat aboutthe track. Packs
and ranwear were on loan.
Noon the next day we gathered, 26 in the party, tostart off for the

first leg of the journey. Our group was a ral mixtur of ages-,
interests, and nationalities-two Californian professors (husband
and wife), two secretaries asW from California; Peterfrm Vermont,
an organiser of bicycle tours in the United States;-a coupl fiom
Canaa; a goldsmith and his wife fiom Australia (he had just
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climbed the Matterhorn); four Kiwis; just us from the United
Kingdom; and our daughter visiting from Botswana. There was also
someone who two yearsbefore had had a triple bypass operation; he
did splendidly-throughout the trip.
We leftTe Anau by coach and drove north up the lake toTe Anau

Downs, where we boarded a motor launch to take us to the head of
the lake. We were joined on the launch by 24 Freedomwalkers; they
carry all their bedding and food on the track, sleeping in National
Park-huts, whercas we slept in comfortable huts provided by the
T Hotel Corpoaon where we were well fed. We carried
cott leep bap,our lge, and lunch packages given to
useachday,be snw brilliant on that two hour stretch up the
lake.dapsad assei came out to help us decide which peakwas
which; they ritc~v~ed in now above the steep lower slopes,
*Iiii aft covereFin thick native:bush. We landed at a small pier,
te siit olietsi d t an asy mi through red and
%ck b*forest tOGlad H e, oufirstnitsstop.

Here thE meadw,* sloping gtlyd to the Clinton River, is
coverd-with aline straw A pair ofCanada geese flew over,
andafin-loofwekas, the igheswodhen, werebusy scaavengg

r j sup*, tossing dry -grs and dead laves in the air with
their longt*-g like so many lit-i hamakers. The d tful

a"i"'den uirSo landfaers, mutwith
ts e werecotee and- tewindws irei
agaists es, there was a wood fire as the esng grew

chillier. To the west lay the track, guarded by Sentinel Pe in the
heart of the Clinton Canyon. We couldn't rsist a quick swim in the
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